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INT. COOPER’S OFFICE - NIGHT
COOPER stands near a window as he stares at a small
computer screen on a raised platform. A KNOCK is heard.

Come!

COOPER
(eyes still on the computer)

MCCAFFREY enters.
MCCAFFREY
Just so we’re clear -- you may be point
person on this... whatever this thing
actually is, but according to my org
chart we’re still seated at the same
table.
Cooper looks up from the computer to McCaffrey, slightly
confused.
MCCAFFREY (CONT’D)
Maybe next time we use my office.
Besides...
Cooper looks back at the computer screen as McCaffrey
starts to turn and scope the room, filled with tech gear
and monitors.
MCCAFFREY (CONT’D)
... mine’s not so...
Suddenly McCaffrey sees LIPKIN seated in the far corner
of the room. She recoils slightly in confusion.
MCCAFFREY (CONT’D)
... crowded. Okay. Someone needs to start
talking besides me.
LIPKIN looks unsure if he should respond. Cooper turns
and faces the others.
COOPER
Sorry. Umm... yeah. Protocol. Never been
my strong suit.
LIPKIN
(to McCaffrey)
Boss, I didn’t mean to -It’s okay.

COOPER
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MCCAFFREY
It’s okay when I say it’s okay. Listen,
Cooper -- when Barrows appointed us to -Cooper tries to wave away McCaffrey’s concerns.
COOPER
So what Lipkin said in our last meeting -MCCAFFREY
You mean my new Head of Data Analysis?
Who you’ve apparently decided to... coopt into your little cyber-world here?
COOPER
I think we’re getting off track.
MCCAFFREY
Okay. How’s this for on track? Lipkin
said a lot. Much of it confusing. But the
upshot is that we either don’t know if
this is a real threat -- or we can’t
know.
COOPER
That’s what I got too.
MCCAFFREY
Not sure about you two... BFFs -- but I’m
not liking either option.
COOPER
You’re not alone. Apparently we’ve been
“ordered” to resolve this.
MCCAFFREY
(exhales)
Typical. (THEN) So...?
COOPER
Listen, first -- I’m not trying to take
control of this.
McCaffrey slides her eyes between Cooper and Lipkin.
Okay...
But...
Yeah...

MCCAFFREY
COOPER
MCCAFFREY
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COOPER
I’ll be honest with you, Joan. This has
got me scared.
McCaffrey tries to read Cooper’s expression.
COOPER (CONT’D)
I’m serious. This... well if what Lipkin
just told me has any chance of playing
out then... well, I just don’t know if we
have any systems in place that can handle
the potential fallout.
MCCAFFREY
Why don’t you kids bring Mom up to speed
on your extra-curricular activities.
COOPER
(glancing to Lipkin)
Please.
LIPKIN
Okay, so best case scenario -MCCAFFREY
Why don’t you start with the worst case
scenario. We figure out how to deal with
that, then work backwards from there.
Lipkin glances at Cooper who has turned and looks out the
window at the city below.
LIPKIN
Okay. Well... worst case scenario -- you
remove every possible human source of
disinformation. Hackers. Bloggers.
Anarchists. Entire... rogue states. And
it wouldn’t be enough.
MCCAFFREY
Enough to what? Seems like it would be
enough to satisfy the corporate prison
PAC.
COOPER
It wouldn’t be enough to stop the flood.
What flood?

MCCAFFREY

LIPKIN
The flood of information. Disinformation.
Okay, well... I guess that’s the point.
(MORE)
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LIPKIN (CONT'D)
In this scenario the algorithms would be
so fully corrupted that no one would be
able to know what data stream is legit.
Lipkin...?

MCCAFFREY

LIPKIN
Sorry. So, for data stream, think...
Facebook. Google. The New York Times.
Okay.

MCCAFFREY

LIPKIN
What if you can’t determine if their
data -- (THEN) articles -- posts -- are
actually based on facts?
MCCAFFREY
Check the source. Cancer info? Mayo
Clinic. Not Facebook’s “miracle cure of
the day.”
COOPER
But what if it only says it comes from
the Mayo Clinic?
MCCAFFREY
You don’t just follow links. Listen -- I
go to Mayo Clinic dot... whatever --

Org.

LIPKIN
(quietly)

MCCAFFREY
I find an article on cancer. Where’s the
disconnect?
LIPKIN
Okay -- so, yes -- in this scenario that
article did get posted to the Mayo Clinic
website.
McCaffrey nods.
LIPKIN (CONT’D)
But that doesn’t mean that anyone who
works there necessarily posted it.
MCCAFFREY
So they were hacked?
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LIPKIN
No. Well, no but yes -MCCAFFREY
(to Cooper regarding Lipkin)
You can have him at this point.
LIPKIN
I’m sorry. It’s so hard talking to...
people.
COOPER
Take a breath, son.
LIPKIN
In this scenario the servers that contain
the Mayo Clinic website have reached what
we’re calling “Genesis” state.
MCCAFFREY
Oh good -- a code name.
LIPKIN
Genesis signals the rebirth of knowledge.
All knowledge. Which means what you think
you know will be very hard to prove.
MCCAFFREY
Okay, all I’m hearing is vague doomsday
warnings. How is this any different than
what Anonymous routinely posts?
LIPKIN
If a computer reaches Genesis state their
algorithms become self generating. Which
means the site itself would create
material -- articles, posts, maybe more -which the system believes should be in
existence based on the user’s previous
behavior.
COOPER
Ask and ye shall receive.
MCCAFFREY
So this website will create stories that
it believes I want to see? And other
people who visit the site won’t see them?
Cooper nods his head slowly as he watches people walking
on the sidewalk far below.
COOPER
But not just one website.
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LIPKIN
Genesis would spread to every computer on
the planet. It would never be seen as a
virus or malware because the DNA of the
code is like the DNA of the computer’s
life itself.
MCCAFFREY
Have we tracked who’s trying to develop
this?
COOPER
Well now that’s the best part. It’s not a
“who.”
McCaffrey looks between the two men confused.
LIPKIN
Our theory suggests this could occur
spontaneously.
COOPER
The “big bang”. Only online. Apparently
computers don’t need to turn into cyborgs
to take over.
Cooper turns away from the window to the others.
COOPER (CONT’D)
They just need to give us what we asked
them for.
MCCAFFREY
So how do we identify the threat level?
How do we track it?
LIPKIN
If we reach Genesis... the impact will be
immediate... but totally invisible.
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